SUFI RUHANIAT INTERNATIONAL
February 5, 2016

Beloved Ones of God,
When the call came to write the annual fundraising letter for the Sufi Ruhaniat International, I
started by reading the eloquence of those going before… and naturally I paused! But we each have a
story, and as Murshida Darvesha said in her letter some time ago, we each carry the load in our turn.
How to write such a letter? Several things arose.
I remembered a time when I was in India with Pir Shabda. He was offering bayat to a native person
of India at the Dargah of Pir-o-Murshid Inayat Khan. There were rays of the afternoon sun angling
through the Dargah, birds were singing along with laughter and cries of children playing in the
background. There was a touch of perfection in that moment. To see the Message that Pir-oMurshid was guided to plant in the west come full circle, back to Mother India, with such potency.
This was to me a proof of our path, that daily wish we all carry for happiness and awakening of
ourselves and all beings.
Because of circumstance in my life, I once spent a year immersing myself in the practice of Ya
Karim; generosity and abundance. The effects, inner and outer, were simply amazing. Once my
heart turned from fear of loss to seeing abundance, anxiety left and happiness returned. The outer
circumstances also changed. True abundance breeds abundance. And generosity loosens the ego
grip. Again, proof of our path.
Growing up in a difficult family situation, and no doubt carrying some karmic predicaments, I felt
pretty lost as a teenager. There didn’t seem to be any ‘ground’. This feeling, this belief carried
through as I aged. Even though I became more balanced, learned a trade, found love and began a
home, there was still a deep feeling of somehow being lost or not having any real purpose in life.
In the meantime, I was studying mysticism, drawn on by a curiosity about love… At some point in
the journey, the universe/All Pervading Reality, which I wasn’t sure I believed in, gave me the
message to pick a path. The message was: ‘you have been swimming on the surface, dive deep!’ I
picked the Sufis for various reasons. I asked blindly, to that unknown, how do I find a Sufi? And a
year or so later, a friend introduced me to a Sufi guide, who had moved to my hometown.
As I look back, I see from that moment on, those feelings of being lost, of not being sure if I had a
fundamental purpose in life, slowly began to fade. It was rather like the light of the candle becoming
less apparent as the sun rises, until finally you can only see the One Light.
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It is also very interesting that previously, when I had felt that there was no ground, I was disturbed
by that. But through the path, I found the ground. And then the ground I found told me that there is
no ground. And that was no longer disturbing! In fact, it is beautiful.
The organizations which support Murshid’s Message are so valuable. From them, I found the
teachings assimilated into the 12 volumes, the little booklets of Hazrat Inayat Khan prayers, the
lineage of teachers and students. From our Ruhaniat, there were the dances, Murshid Sam’s
teachings and commentary, retreat gatherings, and more. I felt rather like the person who wants to
climb mountains, and stumbles upon the mountain climbing shop – with all the gear I needed! But
someone has to create and maintain that shop, that container for lineage and guidance and ground/no
ground.
We are fortunate to have so many friends in the Ruhaniat dedicated to awakening; in their practices,
their sharing with others, and in their support of the organization that supports all of this. For
myself, my annual gifts to the Ruhaniat and its various areas of work are simply gratitude, Ya
Shakur.
Join me! Consider a generous gift, or better yet, a monthly donation easily accomplished through a
credit card, PayPal or a check mailed directly from your bank. And may our work, grow, and our
service be of benefit to all. As Murshid said, “May the Message of God spread far and wide”.
With Love,

Sheikh Yaqin Sandleben
Trustee, Ruhaniat Board of Trustees
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Rays of the Ruhaniat Strengthened by Your Donation
45 years of Service
Murshids’ Circle • Advisory body to the Esoteric School of the Ruhaniat
Board of Trustees • Overseeing the programs and fiscal health of the Ruhaniat
Administrative Posts • Pir • Esoteric School Director • Secretariat & Treasurer • Assistant to the
Pir • Esoteric School Assistant
Esoteric Studies Program • Ongoing development of curriculum
Dances of Universal Peace International • Worldwide circles
Dervish Healing Order • International spiritual healing network
Service of Universal Peace • Siraj and Cherag (minister) services and training
Spiritual Psychology & SoulWork • Individual counseling & group retreats
Ziraat • Teachings cultivated from the sacred manuscript of Nature
Wisdom of the Feminine • Teachings from the Divine Feminine
Youth Council • International networking, retreats, scholarship fund
Jamiat Aam & Jamiat Khas • Annual international meetings for mureeds, initiators, & teachers
Ruhaniat Affiliated Centers • Serving communities throughout the United States
Sufi Ruhaniat International Deutschland • First international Ruhaniat non-profit corporation
European Summer School • Ruhaniat lineage teachings
Worldwide Community • Ruhaniat representatives in Australia, Canada, Europe, Russia, Central
America, South America, United Kingdom
Website & Living Stream Archives Project • Teachings, worldwide contacts, event calendars,
Murshid Sam’s legacy digitized, preserved & accessible
Publications • Books & eBooks, including Physicians of the Heart and The Bowl of Saki Commentary
Mureeds’ Emergency Fund • Aiding mureeds in need
Hope Project • Providing education and healthcare to the community of the Nizamuddin Basti
Urs of Hazrat Inayat Khan • Dargah Shrine, Nizamuddin Basti, New Delhi, India
Federation of the Sufi Message • Linking with Inayati lineages worldwide
Khankah SAM & Mentorgarten • San Francisco, CA • Residential Ruhaniat Community
Murshid Sam’s Dargah & Retreat Hut • Lama Foundation, near San Cristobal, NM
Southwest Sufi Community • Voice of the Turtle Retreat Center, near Silver City, NM

